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ABSTRACT
Train timetable is the key document to regulate railway 
traffic through sequencing train movements to keep the ap-
propriate order. Timetable stability and on-schedule rate are 
closely related. Delays caused by disturbances in train oper-
ations can be absorbed by a high quality timetable with high 
stability, and the on-schedule rate then can be assured. This 
paper improves the stability of timetables of several connect-
ed railway sections to assure the on-schedule rate with a 
simulation method. Firstly, we build a macroscopic network 
model of train operation in a railway network using the Petri 
net theory. Then we design the train tracking subnet model, 
the station subnet model and arrival-departure track subnet 
model. At last we propose a computing case, simulating the 
train operation process based on the presented models, and 
the simulation results prove the feasibility and availability of 
the models. The approach presented in this paper can offer 
valuable decision-support information for railway operators 
preparing train timetables.
KEY WORDS 
train operation; Petri net; simulation; neighbor dispatching 
section;
1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of high-speed railway oper-
ating length in China, railway operations are becom-
ing increasingly difficult. Railway operators must opti-
mize their working plans to deal with the hard work 
on a complex railway network. Train timetable is the 
key document to regulate railway traffic through se-
quencing train movements to keep the appropriate 
order. Therefore, high quality timetables and effec-
tive real-time dispatching play an important role in 
this context. Yet, what is a high quality timetable? The 
essence of a timetable is to decide the inbound and 
outbound times of trains at the stations that they will 
pass.. However, it is more than that. The inbound and 
outbound times of trains are the basis of train dwelling 
times at stations, the running times in the sections be-
tween stations, the buffer times at the station and in 
the running section. Such indirect elements buried in 
the timetable are the actual decisive factors of timeta-
ble quality, affecting the operation recovery ability ac-
cording to the timetable of the railway transportation 
system.
Usually, each timetable is designed for a certain 
dispatching railway section. The timetabling work is af-
fected by the existing timetable of a neighbor section, 
or, we can say, the timetabling operations of neighbor 
sections affect each other. Therefore, it is quite nec-
essary to harmonize the train timetables of neighbor 
dispatching sections.
Currently, there are plenty publications on train 
timetable optimization problems. The majority of the 
publications are mathematical approaches to gener-
ating or optimizing the timetable, with linear or non-
linear programming models. In addition, an important 
timetable optimization method is the train simulation 
method. It relies on the computing speed of computers 
to simulate the train operation process many times so 
as to select an optimized timetable according to the 
simulation results. A common modeling method is 
based on the Petri net theory. 
With the development of high speed railway, the 
topology structure of the railway network has changed 
greatly in China. The number of dispatching sections is 
growing, and more and more trains are required to run 
from one section to another. Intersection stations play 
an important role in receiving and dispatching trains. 
However, the number of arrival-departure tracks in a 
station is limited. The timetables of connected sec-
tions may be infeasible if too many trains pass an 
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method [13]. Khan et al. employed the Petri net model 
to reduce the existing two-dimensional controls along 
the switch and level crossing to one-dimensional for 
shifting it to a train only [14]. Ricci described an ex-
tended research activity on the formalization of railway 
operation with Petri nets, including a large set of oper-
ational phases in railway traffic [15]. Basile et al. used 
a modified state class graph, which was introduced for 
the marking estimation of labeled timed Petri net sys-
tems, to analyze the properties of labeled timed Petri 
net systems [16]. Kaakai et al. presented a simulation 
model based on hybrid Petri nets able to help tran-
sit authorities in performance evaluation procedures 
aimed to prevent railway accidents [17]. Quiroga et al. 
proposed a Petri net based modeling method for the 
Monte Carlo simulation for railway infrastructure diag-
nosis work [18]. Marrone et al. provided a joint appli-
cation of two model-driven techniques for physical and 
cyber-security evaluation [19]. Wang et al. built a train 
rescheduling model based on Petri nets and heuristic 
sear and proposed a conflict resolution algorithm to 
solve the model [20]. Durmuş et al. employed a hy-
brid modeling technique known as batches Petri nets 
to model the movement process of two consecutive 
trains as moving-blocks on a single railway line [21]. 
The publications above proved that the Petri net theory 
is suitable to build the simulation model for train oper-
ation, which we also use in this paper.
There are also some publications on train timeta-
bles and robustness. Goverde studied train timetable 
stability based on the max-plus algebra theory [22]. 
Delorme et al. presented a module for evaluating time-
table stability, which employed an innovative meth-
od based on delay propagation and using shortest 
path problem resolution [23]. Engelhardt-Funke and 
Kolonko derived a cost-benefit analysis of investments, 
where the benefit was measured in reduced waiting 
time for passengers changing lines. They analyzed 
the impact that an increasing synchronization of the 
timetable had on its stability. They used sophisticated 
adaptive evolutionary algorithms to solve the problem 
[24]. Niu et al. proposed a nonlinear integer program-
ming model to optimize the train timetable to reduce 
the waiting times of passengers. It brought forward a 
method to improve the robustness of the timetable 
[25]. Hansen linked station capacity with the stability 
of train operations. He estimated the amount of train 
waiting time due to conflicting claims of routes at a sta-
tion in case of delays by means of both queuing theory 
and a max-plus algebra approach [26]. Cicerone et al. 
studied a method to deal with a single delay in train 
operation. They put forward polynomial algorithms 
for special cases [27]. Liebchen and Stille proposed 
an approach for timetabling to resist the delays [28]. 
D'Angelo et al. proposed an algorithmic approach on 
trees to generate recoverable robust timetables [29]. 
Cicerone et al. extended the concept of recoverable 
 intersection station, especially when a disturbance 
occurs. Therefore, it is necessary to study the problem 
of harmonizing train timetables of neighbor dispatch-
ing sections to assure timetable feasibility.
The structure of the paper is as follows. First, Sec-
tion 2 presents a literature review on train operation 
simulation. Section 3 constructs a macroscopic sim-
ulation model and three subnet simulation models 
using the Petri net theory. Section 4 presents a com-
puting case and an analysis of the computing results. 
Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are numerous publications on train opera-
tion simulation today. Keijia et al. formulated a train 
operation simulation model which reproduced the be-
havior of train operations taking into account the inter-
actions between trains [1]. Flynn et al. presented a de-
tached-eddy simulation model to simulate freight train 
movement and generate higher slipstream velocities, 
which was an innovative method to improve railway ca-
pacity [2]. Mihailovs et al. proposed a simulation mod-
el for studying the interaction of a railway station and 
harbor to improve the quality of daily operations [3]. 
Warg et al. presented a simulation method for evalua-
tion of timetables based on capacity and economic as-
sessment [4]. Debois et al. designed a simulation tool 
for domain experts to analyze and rehearse emergen-
cy response plans, which resulted in a flexible model 
giving rehearsal participants the freedom to explore 
different ways to proceed [5]. Nagel and Schrecken-
berg firstly constructed a cellular automaton model 
to simulate freeway traffic called the NS model [6]. 
Spyropoulou employed the cellular automata model 
to model a signal controlled stream [7]. Kheldoun et 
al. proposed a formal semantics of Business Process 
Modeling Notation (BPMN) using recursive ECATNets, 
based on high-level Petri nets [8]. These publications 
employed the simulation approach to study the train 
operation issues, proving that it is an ideal method.
The Petri net theory has been used in train opera-
tion modeling for a long time. Wang et al. put forward 
a colored Petri nets based workload evaluation mod-
el, validated with Multi-Attribute Task Battery-II [9]. 
Pachpor et al. demonstrated the use of Petri nets in 
a workshop setup to improve machine utilization [10]. 
Milinković et al. proposed a fuzzy Petri net model to 
estimate train delays, which had the characteristics 
of hierarchy, color, and time [11]. Ahmad and Khan 
used an arc-constant colored Petri net (ac-CPN) to 
construct a train flow subnet, while the monitors were 
modeled using the place/transition net [12]. Boudi et 
al. presented a methodology of place/transition Petri 
nets transformation into B abstract machines enabling 
an interesting combination of the graphical modeling 
power of Petri nets and the verification tools of the B 
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The macroscopic model of a networked train oper-
ation system is shown in Figure 1.
Descriptions of detailed places, transitions, and 
colors are shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
The color set descriptions of the networked train 




closet ID=string;//to define train number color.
closet ROUTE=string;//to define train operation path 
color.
closet TIME=int;//to define current train run-time col-
or.
closet POSITION=float;//to define current train posi-
tion color (that is, position in the path mileage.)
closet SPEED=float;// to define current train velocity 
color (km/h).
closet STATUS=bool;// to define train operation state 
color (“true” indicates that the train is running on a 
section between two stations, and “false” indicates 
that the train is waiting to depart at a station). 
This color set includes the color properties of the 
trains. We use the color concept to describe the prop-
erties of the trains, such as train number, path, run-
ning time, speed, position, and status. 
robustness to deal with many recovery steps and in-
troduced the new notion of multi-stage recoverable 
robustness [30]. The dynamic characteristic has been 
studied for about twenty years, and it is still a hot topic 
in the research field of train operations.
All these publications gave us much enlightenment 
when we studied train timetable optimization at the 
side of dynamic characteristic improvement, espe-
cially timetable stability. In this paper, we build a Petri 
net model to repeatedly simulate train operation and 
obtain a large number of feasible timetables within a 
certain probability of disturbance. Then we choose the 
best one to be applied, according to the concerned 
indexes. The goal is to harmonize train timetables of 
neighbor dispatching sections and improve the timeta-
ble capacity so as to tolerate disturbances in the train 
operation process.
3. NETWORKED TRAIN OPERATION 
SIMULATION SYSTEM STRUCTURE
To simplify the simulation process of train opera-
tion on a railway network, we assume that the orders 
from the Administration Dispatching Center could be 
sent to trains with no barriers and the train control pro-
cess is ideal, meaning that there is no communication 
barriers for trains to operate. We employed the bi-level 
Petri net modeling method to do networked train oper-
ation simulation work. It is a model which includes the 
general network and the sub-network.
3.1 Macroscopic network model of the system
In previous studies, scholars usually built the Pe-
tri network simulation model for train operation with 
an automatic blocking system. A locked sub-section 
is considered as a place, and a train is described as 
a token. The place capacity is defined as 1 to assure 
that a locked sub-section can be occupied by a single 
train. The train occupies the sub-sections one by one. 
Accordingly, the token occupies the places one after 
another. 
In this paper, we use the Petri net theory to con-
struct the train simulation model with a moveable 
blocking system. To improve the universal properties 
of the simulation model, we consider the stations and 
the emergencies as places, and the train status, sta-
tion status, and emergency attributes as tokens. The 
token propagation process is actually a process of in-
formation distribution. 
A train decides its status by acquiring the informa-
tion of the forward train and the information of the 
forward station. The process of trains operating in the 
railway network can be described as the information 
propagation process. The forward trains, forward sta-
tions, and the arrival-departure tracks are seen as 
three types of barriers. 
Table 1 – Description of total net Petri net model specific 
places and color sets
Place name Place description Color set
Train Tracking train TRAIN
Train Front Forward train TRAIN
Barrier Barrier BARRIER










Train movement  
information TRAIN
Table 2 – The total Petri net model transfer descriptions 
Transfer name Transfer description
T_Tr Train and forward train constraint handling
T_St Train and forward station con-straint handling
T_Ar Train and forward arrival-departure track constraint handling
T_Em Train and current emergency constraint handling
Trans1/Trans2/
Trans3/Trans4
Processing information sent to the 
train
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The colors in this set denote the properties of ar-
rival-departure tracks in a station. They are the total 
number of arrival-departure tracks, the number of 
occupied arrival-departure tracks, and the status of a 
station, which decides whether a train can enter the 
station.
Emergency color set 
closet EMERGENCY=product;
EMERGENCY
closet TYPE=string;//define the type of emergency
The color in this set is designed to define the type of 
emergency.
This integral net model describes the train opera-
tion process on a railway network, which reflects the 
restriction posed by barriers on trains. The restrictions 
include the speed limit caused by the forward train, 
the on-schedule requirement from the forward station, 
the number restriction of the arrival-departure track. 
The detailed restrictions are obtained by the barrier 
places and managed. They are then sent to the train 
to guide its proper operation.
In the model, the information processing between 
the train and the barrier is expressed in the form of 
“replacing transfer”, which is not described in detail 
in the model, but is expressed in the form of the sub-
net. The following sub-sections describe the replacing 
transfer, which will be used to denote the information 
processing between trains and various barriers.
3.2 Train tracking subnet model
In the moving block system, the car following mod-
el mainly restricts the running speed of the track train, 
so as to ensure traffic safety. The train position infor-
mation is transmitted to each train through the Admin-
istration Dispatching Center, and the train can obtain 
mobile authorization to continue to operate at the per-
mitted speed. 
Barrier color set
closet BARRIER=with Tr/St/Ar/Em;//to define the four 
kinds of barriers. 
Barriers are used to denote objects that prevent 
trains from moving forward in the entire train opera-
tion process. In this paper, there are four kinds of bar-
riers, a train in front of the concerned train, a station 
in front of the concerned train, a track in front of the 
concerned train, and an emergency occurred on the 
railway. 
Station color set 
closet STATION=product;
NAME*POSITIONS*ARRIVETIME*DEPARTURETIME
closet NAME=string;//to define train forward station 
name color
closet POSITIONS=int;// to define train forward station 
position color
closet ARRIVETIME=int;//to define train entering for-
ward station fixed time color
closet DEPARTURETIME=int;// to define train entering 
forward station departure time color 
The colors in this set are used to represent the 
properties of the stations. The properties include the 
name and position of a station, the arrival time at the 
concerned station, and the departure time from the 
concerned station.
Arrival-departure track color set
closet TRACE=product;
TOTALNUMBER*USEDNUMBER*ENTRANCE
closet TOTALNUMBER=int;// to define the total num-
ber of arrival-departure tracks. 
closet USEDNUMBER=int;// to define the number of 
occupied arrival-departure tracks. 
closet ENTRANCE=bool;//to define whether a train 

































Figure 1 – Petri net model for networked train operation system 
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The places and transfers of the station subnet 
model are shown in Tables 5 and 6. 
This station subnet model describes the relation-
ship between the trains and the forward stations. The 
allowed maximum speed of the train is calculated 
based on the status information and schedule require-
ment. The train status is updated according to the 
train speed and the original information of it. 
3.4 Station arrival-departure track subnet 
model
The number of tracks at the stations must be con-
sidered when simulating train operation on a railway 
network because a station is required to accommo-
date trains from all directions. Therefore, we designed 
a station arrival-departure track subnet model to 
describe the restriction and take the track number re-
striction into consideration. The station arrival-depar-
ture track subnet model is shown in Figure 4.
The transfers and color sets of the station 
arrival-departure track subnet model are listed in 
Table 7. The related places are shown in Table 8.
The train tracking subnet model of a networked 
train operation system is shown in Figure 2.
Train tracking subnet model places and transfers 
are described in Tables 3 and 4.
This subnet model describes the relationship be-
tween forward trains and following trains. A key part 
of the model is to calculate the allowed maximum 
speed of the following trains based on the information 
of both forward and following trains. The information 
of following trains is updated according to the original 
information and the maximum speed in the simulation 
process. The cyclic process will last until the end of the 
simulation.
3.3 Station subnet model
The station subnet model is a sub-model of the net-
worked train operation system model under the condi-
tion of emergency, which determines the inbound and 
outbound times of trains at stations.


























Figure 2 – Train tracking subnet model
Table 3 – Train tracking subnet model places and color sets 
descriptions
Place name Place description Color set
Id Inf Train number information ID
Route Inf Train route information ROUTE
Time Inf Current time information TIME
Position Inf Train operation position POSITION
Speed Inf Train operation speed SPEED
Status Inf Train status STATUS
Table 4 – Train tracking subnet model transfers description
Transfer name Transfer description
Calculate Mobile authorization information process
Trans Train information transfer
Table 5 – Places and colors set of the station subnet model
Place name Place description Color set
Name Inf Forward station name NAME
Positions Inf Forward station positions POSITIONS
Arrive time Inf Station punctuality arrival time ARRIVETIME
Departure Inf Station punctuality departure time DEPARTURETIME
Table 6 – Transfers of station subnet model
Transfer name Transfer description
Calculate Mobile authorization information process
Station trans Station information transfer
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The following is the supplement description of the 
color set of the arrival-departure track subnet model.  
closet ENTRANCE=product;
COMMAND
closet COMMAND=bool;// The bool variable indicates 
whether the train can enter the station (true denotes 
that it can enter the station, false denotes that it can-
not enter the station). 
The subnet model describes whether the station 
can accommodate a train, which is decided by the fact 
whether all of the arrival-departure tracks are occu-
pied.  
4. COMPUTING CASE AND RESULT 
ANALYSIS
In this section, we designed a computing case in 
an effort to prove the feasibility of the model. The data 
was from a part of the Chinese railway network. We 
























































Figure 4 – Station arrival-departure track subnet model description
Table 8 – Transfers of station arrival-departure track subnet 
model 
Transfer name Transfer description
Calculate Mobile authorization information process
Ardetrans Station arrival-departure track  information process
Table 7 – Places and descriptions of the station arrival-
departure track subnet model 
Place name Place description Color set
Total number Inf Arrival-departure track total number
TOTALNUM-
BER
Used number Inf Arrival-departure track used number USEDNUMBER
Entrance Inf Station entrance ENTRANCE
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neighbor dispatching sections, assuming Nanjingnan 
as the terminal station. The optimized timetable of 
Path 1 is shown in Tables 16 and 17. The relative train 
diagram is shown in Figure 10. The optimized timetable 
of Path 2 is shown in Table 18. The relative train dia-
gram is shown in Figure 11. The optimized timetable of 
Path 3 is shown in Table 19. The relative train diagram 
is shown in Figure 12. The optimized timetable of Path 
4 is shown in Tables 20 and 21. The relative train dia-
gram is shown in Figure 13.
Set P=20%, where P is the probability that an emer-
gency may happen. Set the maximum speed Vmax=330 
km/h, minimum interval between two neighbored 
trains tmin=3. In addition, we took it for granted that if 
a forward train arrives at the station, the speed of the 
following train is not affected in this section. 
From Figure 10 we can see that the inbound and 
outbound times of 2 trains which go through the Nan-
jing station in the up-going direction were adjusted 
to cope with the 20% emergency probability. From 
Figure 11 we can see that one of the trains changed 
its inbound and outbound times at the Nanjingnan 
station. Figure 13 shows that 2 trains changed their 
inbound and outbound times at the Nanjingnan sta-
tion. It indicates that the station cannot allow the en-
trance of all the planned trains if the emergency prob-
ability is 20%. The number of arrival-departure tracks 
should be enlarged. Similarly, all of the trains changed 
their inbound and outbound times at the Bengbunan 
station in this case. It implies that the capacity of the 
Bengbunan station is too small to deal with the emer-
gency. More arrival-departure tracks should be added 
at the station to cope with the emergency. We can get 
similar analysis results on other stations and propose 
some construction advice based on the analysis re-
sults. 
network, which is shown in Figure 5. In the figure, we 
used the abbreviated form of the station names. Here 
is the list of the stations names and their abbreviated 
forms, as shown in Table 9. 
We took the Nanjingnan station as the core node, 
and the trains that arrive at Nanjingnan station from 
10 a.m. to 11 a.m. as the research objects.  
There are 4 related train operation paths. The first 
one (Path 1) is from Suzhoudong to Wuxidong. Its orig-
inal train operation diagram is shown in Figure 6, and 
the detailed timetable data is shown in Tables 10 and 
11. The second (Path 2) is from Suzhoudong to Yixing. 
Its original train operation diagram is shown in Figure 7, 
and the detailed timetable data is shown in Table 12. 
The third (Path 3) one is from Yixing to Nanjingnan. The 
original train operation diagram is shown in Figure 8, 
and the detailed data is listed in Table 13. The last one 
(Path 4) is from Hefei to Yixing. The original train op-
eration diagram is shown in Figure 9, and the detailed 
data is listed in Tables 14 and 15. 
We instantiated the simulation model based on 
the data above, programming with MATLAB R2009. 
















WH XC GJ GD HZ
Figure 5 – Schematic diagram of some high speed railway 
lines in China 
Table 9 – Station names and corresponding abbreviated forms
Station name Abbreviated Forms Station name Abbreviated Forms
Xuzhoudong XZD Suzhoubei SZB
Bengbunan BBN Shanghai SH
Huainan HN Changlinhe CLH
Shuijiahu SJH Chaohu CH
Hefei HF Wuhu WH
Feidong FD Tongling TL
Quanjiao QJ Gejiang GJ
Nanjingnan NJN Xuancheng XC
Chuzhou CZ Guangde GD
Zhenjiangnan ZJN Huzhou HZ
Changzhoubei CZB Yixing YX
Wuxidong WXD Lishui LS
Liyang LY Suzhoudong SZD
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Figure 6 – Original train operation diagram on Path 1







































Figure 7 – Original train operation diagram on Path 2
D2
289
Figure 8 – Original train operation diagram on Path 3
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Figure 9 – Original train operation diagram on Path 4
Figure 10 – Optimized train operation diagram on Path 1
Figure 11 – Optimized train operation diagram on Path 2
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This paper constructed a simulation model for 
trains on a railway network, using the colored Petri 
network theory. We denoted trains as places. Then the 
status of the tracking trains and the forward trains, the 
status of the stations, the status of the arrival-depar-
ture tracks, and the status of the emergencies were 
taken as tokens. The statuses of every minute were 
connected, and the simulation model was construct-
ed. 
A general-subnet network was constructed, tak-
ing the tracking constraints, the on-schedule con-
straint, the arrival-departure track constraint, and the 
emergency constraint as substitute transitions, which 
made the structure of the network more distinct and 
the description of the model more concise. 
The data of the computing case was from the 
Shanghai Railway Bureau. The data referred to the pe-
riod from 9 to 12 o’clock. The studied objects were 
trains passing the Nanjing South station. The comput-
ing results showed that the model in this paper could 
simulate train operation movements accurately. The 
approach can generate a large number of timetables 
of neighbor railway sections for us to select. Although 
we cannot firmly state that we can obtain the optimal 
solution, it is certain that we can get a feasible and 
high quality one. Such solution could help evaluate 
and provide supporting information to improve time-
table stability. The optimized timetable could tolerate 
tiny disturbances through re-distributing the redun-
dant operation time on the railway section.













Figure 12 – Optimized train operation diagram on Path 3
































Figure 13 – Optimized train operation diagram on Path 4
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